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Beyond 401(k)s for Small Business OwnersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
The ultimate reference on compensation for small business owners
Beyond 401(k)s for Small Business Owners presents strategies for reducing taxes, planning for your retirement, and rewarding high-performing employees. Expert advice from attorney and CPA Jean Sifleet will help small business owners maximize their own rewards and create an...
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MPEG-4 Beyond Conventional Video Coding: Object Coding, Resilience and ScalabilityMorgan Kaufmann, 2006
MPEG-4 (with a formal ISO/IEC designation ISO/IEC 14496) standardization was initiated in 1994 to address the requirements of the rapidly converging telecommunication, computer, and TV/film industries. MPEG-4 had a mandate to standardize algorithms for audiovisual coding in multimedia applications, digital television, interactive graphics, and...
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Federal Cloud Computing: The Definitive Guide for Cloud Service ProvidersSyngress Publishing, 2012

	Federal Cloud Computing: The Definitive Guide for Cloud Service Providers offers an in-depth look at topics surrounding federal cloud computing within the federal government, including the Federal Cloud Computing Strategy, Cloud Computing Standards, Security and Privacy, and Security Automation.


	You will learn the basics of...
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Streaming Media: Building and Implementing a Complete Streaming SystemJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
A complete toolkit to successfully develop and implement streaming media on the Web
From hands-on training and distance learning to teleconferencing and product demonstrations, streaming media is providing businesses with a whole new world of opportunity. Written by one of the leading experts in the field, this book will provide you with all...
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E-Mail Security: A Pocket GuideIT Governance Publishing, 2010

	E-mail is now an established and increasingly essential channel of business and personal communication. As such, safeguarding its operation and integrity is an issue of widespread significance. At the same time, e-mail has proven itself to represent a considerable threat vector, providing a route for a variety of attacks including malware,...
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Sams Teach Yourself SAP in 24 Hours (4th Edition)Sams Publishing, 2011

	When I was asked to update Sams Teach Yourself SAP in 24 Hours, I was completely
	thrilled. Seriously! The world of SAP and our world in general have gone through major
	upheavals in the last few years, and I was excited to share with SAPlings and veterans
	alike just how much had changed. In the same way, I was anxious to realign and...
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Death Receptors in Cancer Therapy (Cancer Drug Discovery and Development)Humana Press, 2004

	An in depth review of our latest understanding of the molecular events that regulate cell death and those molecules that provide targets for developing agonists or antagonists to modulate death signaling for therapeutic purposes. The authors focus on the extrinsic system of death receptors, their regulation and function, and their...
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Practical Internet Server Configuration: Learn to Build a Fully Functional and Well-Secured Enterprise Class Internet ServerApress, 2021

	Learn the skills to complete the full installation, configuration, and maintenance of an enterprise class internet server, no matter what Unix-like operating system you prefer. This book will rapidly guide you towards real system administration, with clear explanations along the way.
	
		
			After a chapter explaining the most...
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Practical Guide to Testing Object-Oriented SoftwareAddison Wesley, 2001
Testing software is a very important and challenging activity. This is a book for
people who test software during its development. Our focus is on object-oriented
and component-based software, but you can apply many of the techniques
discussed in this book regardless of the development paradigm. We assume our
reader is familiar...
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Professional Windows PowerShell (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2007
Professional Windows® PowerShell
Forget everything you know about the Windows command line because you're about to enter a whole new ballgame. Windows PowerShell provides a new environment for interactive exploration and administration of Windows machines that's different from and more consistent than what you've previously used on Windows...
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Mathematics of Shape Description: A Morphological Approach to Image Processing and Computer GraphicsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Image processing problems are often not well defined because real images are contaminated with noise and other uncertain factors. In Mathematics of Shape Description, the authors take a mathematical approach to address these problems using the morphological and set-theoretic approach to image processing and computer graphics by presenting...
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F.C.U.K Your Way to Success: The Art of Maximising Results With Minimum EffortMarshall Cavendish Limited, 2013

	Sometimes the story of how something happened (or was created) is as interesting as the thing

	itself. This is very true in the case of this book.





	When Karen Leong, my co-director at Influence Solutions Pte Ltd, and I entered the Learning

	and Development (L&D) arena, it did not take us long to realize that CHANGE and...
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